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RAFFLES MALDIVES MERADHOO
Maldives
Hidden away at the Southern tip of the Maldives, the newly opened Rafﬂes Maldives Meradhoo
resort boasts luxurious interiors and unparalleled service. While your own personal butler mixes
you a cocktail, lie back and enjoy true paradise in the heart of the Indian Ocean.

Featuring 37 spacious villa suites, Claybrook worked with Blink Design of Singapore in selecting
our timeless Chelsea baths. With its elegant detailing and bold outlook, the Chelsea perfectly
complements the sophisticated interior scheme.

Inimitable hospitality experiences happen when concept, design, style and innovation unite and
preconceptions are left behind. Sleep + Eat London brings together the visionaries that represent
each ﬁeld, and in turn deﬁnes the evolution of trends in hotel, restaurant and bar design.
We were thrilled to be approached by visionary Ed Ng, the powerhouse behind design ﬁrm AB
Concept, to collaborate on their Sleep Set suite at Sleep+Eat 2018 in London to create a space
deﬁning "the recognizable and the new". AB Concept was one of only four ﬁrms from around the
world to be invited to participate.

Our in house design team and stone masons created a unique bespoke pedestal basin and
matching mirror carved from a single block of Calacatta Borghini and inspired by the simple form
of a water droplet to complement the exhibition suite.

THE MURRAY
A Niccolo Hotel, Hong Kong

The eponymous Murray Suite with its breathtaking panoramic views of the city, offers the
ultimate experience for the well-heeled traveler used to the ﬁner things in life. The impressive
225 square meter suite, furnished in the hotel's signature contemporary urban style, is the work
of Foster + Partners.

This project is exactly the kind of bespoke design challenge we at Claybrook live for! With
its jaw-dropping bathroom, all of the bathware in the Murray Suite was custom made from
specially sourced blocks of Bulgaria Grey marble. A bespoke circular hand-carved
freestanding double basin stands in the center of the room, overhung by a porthole-like
double-sided mirror. The room also features a monumental Bulgaria Grey marble
freestanding bath overlooking the Hong Kong Central skyline, as well as a wall-hung double
basin in a further bathroom.

GRAND HYATT, SEOUL
South Korea

Claybrook are delighted to be working with Bar Studio of Melbourne on the renovation of the
Grand Hyatt in Seoul. Guest rooms will be upgraded to provide more spacious minimalist
interiors with a Korean aesthetic. The project is due to be completed over the summer, we
look forward to sharing more details with you then!

Please follow us on Instagram to see our latest installations and new products.
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